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yes, the homepage only has three clickable buttons, but there are many more hidden under. the
'menu' button is at the top left corner, then the 'resume all' button is at the top right corner, then
there's a 'details' button and that takes you to a long page which has the complete list of all the
movies they contain. clicking on a single movie automatically takes you to the page that has that
particular movie. this is the start page. clicking on it allows you to go through the menu. if you are in
the movie section, then you can click on the 'menu' button to see the movies according to the
categories you have set up. if you're in the dvd section, then click on the 'title' to go to that
individual dvd's page. some of the different items you may find there is a 'complete list', 'videos',
'trivia', 'news', 'photos', and 'demos'. the most popular is the 'news' and 'demos' ones. nainite naini
to date downloads all sorts of films to date in full hd resolution. the users are able to select the
resolution between 1080p, 720p, or 480p. 1080p to download the film.nainite naini is a site known
for its leaks of pirated films. it is also prohibited in many other countries, including india. you should
not go download movies. free movies to date downloads all sorts of films to date in full hd resolution.
the users are able to select the resolution between 1080p, 720p, or 480p. 1080p to download the
film.free movies is a site known for its leaks of pirated films. it is also prohibited in many other
countries, including india. you should not go download movies.
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